Test Pens

Instructions

**CB Test Pen** (green lid)

CB test pens are used to identify the capsule coated reverse side of a carbonless CB or CFB sheet.

- If the test pen produces a grey colour reaction on the surface of the paper being tested, then this is the reverse side of a CB or CFB sheet (the capsule coated side).
- If there is no colour reaction, then this is the top side of a CB or CFB sheet.
- The reactive side of a CB or CFB sheet must be on the reverse for the set to work.

**CF Test Pen** (blue lid)

CF Test pens are used to identify the coated top side of a carbonless CFB or CF sheet.

- If the test pen produces a blue colour reaction on the surface of the paper being tested, then this is the top side of a CFB or CF sheet (the receiving side).
- If there is no colour reaction, then this is the reverse side of a CFB or CF sheet.
- In this case, the reactive side of a CFB or CF sheet must be on the top for the set to work.

In case of further questions please contact our Technical Service:

- technical.service.mpe@mitsubishi-paper.com